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Abstract We present a phenomenological analysis of the
qT -weighted transverse spin dependent azimuthal asymmetry recently measured by the COMPASS Collaboration in
polarized pion-proton Drell–Yan process. In the kinematical
regimes explored by experiments, we consider the leadingtwist contributions from the Boer–Mulders distribution func2
tions h ⊥
1 (x, kT ) of both the pion and the proton, the transversity distribution h 1 (x, kT2 ) and the pretzelosity distribution
2
h⊥
1T (x, kT ) of the proton, with the unpolarized transversemomentum-dependent distribution function f 1 (x, kT2 ) of the
proton being also involved in the calculation. By comparing
the data reported by the COMPASS Collaboration with theoretical calculated results, we find that the COMPASS measurements represent the first experimental evidence of the
Boer–Mulders effect in polarized Drell–Yan process. We also
test the universality between proton and pion Boer–Mulders
functions.

1 Introduction
Processes like semi-inclusive deep-inelastic lepton nucleon
scattering (SIDIS) and the Drell–Yan (DY) process factorize [1] at leading twist allowing to access information on
transverse-momentum-dependent (TMD) parton distribution
functions (PDFs). TMD PDFs encode all possible correlations between the nucleon spin, the parton spin and the transverse component of the intrinsic parton momentum, kT , and
thus allow for a three-dimensional “3-D” representation of
the nucleon structure in momentum space. Each TMD PDF
enters the SIDIS and DY cross sections with a specific dependence on azimuthal angles defined by the kinematics of the
process. Hence, it can be extracted through measurements
a e-mail:

of azimuthal (spin) asymmetries, which providing crucial
information on spin-orbit correlations and the orbital angular momentum of confined quarks inside the nucleon. The
advantage for extraction of PDFs of the Drell–Yan process
[2], i.e., massive lepton-pair production in hadron-nucleon
collisions (h N → l l¯X ), is that there is no need for any fragmentation functions. Hence, it makes Drell–Yan processes
unique and powerful to provide direct access to parton distribution functions. In this paper, we focus our attentions on
the transverse spin dependent azimuthal asymmetries (TSAs)
arising in Drell–Yan cross sections.
These types of TSAs arise from the coupling of two
different chiral-odd parton distributions. The key ingredient for these TSAs is the Boer–Mulders function h ⊥
1 [3],
which is a naively time-reversal odd transverse-momentumdependent distribution function and provides the necessary phase required for TSAs. The Boer–Mulders function
2
h⊥
1 (x, kT ) describes a correlation between the transverse spin
and the transverse momentum of a quark inside an unpolarized hadron. It is important to note that sensitivity to the sign
of the Boer–Mulders function exists only in the polarized
Drell–Yan process. For the unpolarized Drell–Yan process
the azimuthal cos 2φ asymmetry contains a convolution of
two Boer–Mulders functions, while in the polarized DY process the Boer–Mulders function appears also coupled to other
TMD PDFs, e.g. transversity distribution functions h 1 [4].
The coupling h ⊥
1 ⊗ h 1 was first introduced and analyzed in
Ref. [5] as an alternative mechanism for TSA and a method
of accessing the transversity distribution functions h 1 [4,6].
Therefore, measuring TSAs gives access to a ratio of
convolutions of TMD PDFs. The convolutions are usually
solved assuming a certain kT -dependence of TMD PDFs
(e.g., a Gaussian parametrization). The weighted TSAs have
recently received increasing attention because of the de-
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convolution of TMD PDFs. The weighted TSAs, on the other
hand, represent a way to avoid making any assumption on
the kT -dependence. They take advantage of the fact that, if
one integrates the structure functions over qT = kaT + kbT
with appropriate weights W X , the convolutions can be easily
solved. For details of the qT -weighted TSAs see Sect. 2.
Recently, COMPASS published the first measurement of
the transverse spin dependent azimuthal asymmetries in the
polarized Drell–Yan process, (π − p ↑ → μ− μ+ X ), induced
by a 190 GeV/c π − beam scattering off a transversely polarized NH3 target [7]. The measurement of the Sivers and other
azimuthal asymmetries at the same hard scale in polarized
SIDIS and Drell–Yan provides a unique possibility to test
prediction in QCD universal features of transverse momentum dependent parton distribution functions. More recently,
a lot of theoretical studies and phenomenological analysis
on TMD PDFs by qT -weighted TSAs have been carried out.
In the qT -weighted framework, a point-by-point method has
⊥ (x, k 2 ) [8],
been adopted to extract the Sivers function f 1T
T
which describes the influence of the transverse spin of the
nucleon onto the quark transverse momentum distribution.
The purpose of the present work is to perform a phenomenological analysis of the recent TSA measurements in order
to extract some information about the Boer–Mulders function, transversity and pretzelosity distribution functions, and
to check their universality.
In this work, we calculate the qT -weighted Boer–Mulderssin(2ϕ−ϕ S )qT /Mπ
and Boer–Mulderstransversity asymmetry AT
sin(2ϕ+ϕ S )q 3 /2Mπ M 2

T
P
. As we will
pretzelosity asymmetry AT
see in Sect. 2, the two asymmetries are sensitive to the
Boer–Mulders functions of the pion, convoluted with the the
transversity distribution functions or pretzelosity distribution
functions of the transversely polarized proton. We will see
that a reasonably description of COMPASS data is achieved
with a Boer–Mulders function of the pion used in Ref. [5] and
TMD PDFs of the proton calculated in the light-cone SU(6)
quark-diquark model. We find however that due to the relatively large statistical uncertainties, no clear trend is observed
for either of TSAs. We also integrate the two TSAs over the
entire kinematic range, and find that the average value of
sin(2ϕ−ϕ S )qT /Mπ
is measured to
the the qT -weighted TSA AT
be below zero. The obtained magnitude of the asymmetry
is in agreement with the model calculations of Ref. [9] and
can be used to study the universality of the nucleon transver-

sin(2ϕ+ϕ S )qT3 /2Mπ M P2

,
sity function. The qT -weighted TSA AT
which is related to the nucleon pretzelosity TMD PDF, is
found to be compatible with zero.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sect. 2 the qT weighted TSA framework is presented. Section 3 describes the calculation details. The numerical results
and discussions are given in Sect. 4, and a brief summary is
given in Sect. 5.
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2 Weighted TSAs
For DY and SIDIS cross sections, TMD factorization was
proven to hold [1], which allows one to express the cross sections as convolutions of hard-scale dependent TMD PDFs,
perturbatively calculable hard-scattering parton cross sections and (for SIDIS) parton fragmentation functions. The
hard-scale Q in DY is given by the invariant mass of the
lepton pair. At leading order, for the case of a transversely
polarized target, the corresponding single-polarized Drell–
Yan cross section has the general form [10]:


dσDY
∝ (1 + cos2 θ )FU1
2
dxπ dx N dqT dϕS d cos θ dϕ
cos 2ϕ

+ sin2 θ cos 2ϕ FU

sin ϕ
+|ST | (1 + cos2 θ ) sin ϕS FT S

(1)

sin(2ϕ+ϕS )

+ sin2 θ sin (2ϕ + ϕS ) FT

sin(2ϕ−ϕS )

+ sin2 θ sin (2ϕ − ϕS ) FT



,

where FX[mod] = FX[mod] (xπ , x N , qT ) are the structure functions, ϕ(θ ) represents the azimuthal (polar) angle of the lepton momentum in the Collins-Soper frame (see e.g. Ref.
[10]) and ϕS the azimuthal angle of the target spin vector
in the target rest frame (see e.g. Ref. [10]), respectively. In
the notation FX[mod] the superscript [mod] indicates the associated modulation, while the subscript X denotes the target
polarization states (“U” stands for unpolarized and “T” for
transverse polarization). The structure functions can be written as a flavour sum of convolutions of TMD PDFs over the
intrinsic momenta of the two colliding quarks kaT and kbT .
With the following notation for the convolution of TMD
PDFs in the transverse momentum space:


1  2
e
C w (kaT , kbT ) f 1 f¯2 ≡
Nc q q

d 2 kaT d 2 kbT

× δ (2) (qT − kaT − kbT ) w (kaT , kbT )

q
q̄
2
f 2 xb , k2bT
× f 1 xa , kaT

q̄
q
2
+ f 1 xa , kaT
f 2 xb , k2bT ,

(2)

where Nc = 3 is the number of colours, using the unit vector
h ≡ qT /qT one eventually finds the following leading-order
structure functions in the CS-frame [10]:
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(3)
FU1 = C f 1 f¯1 ,
·
k
·
k
−
k
2
·
k
)
(h
)
(h
aT
bT
aT
bT ⊥ ⊥
cos 2ϕ
(4)
FU
=C
h 1 h̄ 1 ,
Ma M b


2 (h · kbT ) [2 (h · kaT ) (h · kbT ) − kaT · kbT ] − k2bT (h · kaT ) ⊥ ⊥
sin(2ϕ+ϕ S )
FT
= −C
h 1 h̄ 1T .
2Ma Mb2
(5)
sin ϕ
FT S
sin(2ϕ−ϕ S )

FT

h · kbT
⊥
,
=C
f 1 f¯1T
Mb
h · kaT ⊥
= −C
h h̄ 1 .
Ma 1

(6)
(7)

In Eq. (1) one can identify five different terms, each containing an orthogonal modulation in φ or ϕS and a structure
function FX[mod] . The standard TSAs are defined as ratios
between structure functions,
[mod]
1
A[mod]
U/T = FU/T /FU .

(8)

Therefore, measuring TSAs gives access to a ratio of convolutions of TMD PDFs. The convolutions are usually solved
assuming a certain kT -dependence of TMD PDFs (e.g. a
Gaussian parametrization).
The weighted TSAs have recently received increasing
attention because of the de-convolution of TMD PDFs. The
weighted TSAs, on the other hand, represent a way to avoid
making any assumption on the kT -dependence. They take
advantage of the fact that, if one integrates the structure functions over the intrinsic momenta of the two colliding quarks
kaT and kbT with appropriate weights W X , the convolutions
can be easily solved.
The generic qT -weighted TSA can be written as
 2
d qT W X FTX
X WX
AT
=  2
(9)
d qT FU1
When integrating over qT , the denominator of Eq. (9) is easily
computed yielding the familiar collinear expression
d2 qT FU1 =
=



eq2



d2 qT C f 1 f¯1
d2 qT

q

q̄

2
xa , kaT
f1
q̄
d2 kbT f 1

xb , k2bT
xb , k2bT

=

(xa )

qT2
qT2
cos ϕ
FU S = d2 qT
C
d2 qT
4Ma Mb
4Ma Mb


⊥
× w (kaT , kbT ) h ⊥
1 h̄ 1

=
eq2 d2 qT d2 kaT d2 kbT
q

× δ (2) (qT − kaT − kbT )
⊥q

× h1
=2



⊥q̄

2
xa , kaT
h1

eq2

d2 kaT

q

(11)

xb , k2bT

2
kaT
⊥q
2
xa , kaT
h
2Ma2 1

k2bT

⊥q̄
h 1 xb , k2bT
2
2Mb

⊥(1)q̄
2 ⊥(1)q
2
eq h 1
(xa ) h 1
(xb ) .
q

d2 kbT

=

2 k2
2kaT
qT2
bT
4Ma Mb qT2 Ma Mb

For case X = sin ϕ S , with W X =

qT
Mb :

q

× δ (2) (qT − kaT − kbT )

qT k2bT
Mb qT Mb

⊥q̄

q

2
f 1T xb , k2bT
× f 1 xa , kaT

q
2
−2
eq2 d2 kaT f 1 xa , kaT

q

q̄
f1

qT2
4Ma Mb :

qT sin ϕ S
qT
h · kbT
⊥
FT
= − d2 qT
C
f 1 f¯1T
Mb
Mb
Mb

eq2 d2 qT d2 kaT d2 kbT
=−

d2 kaT d2 kbT

× δ (2) (qT − kaT − kbT ) f 1

q
2
=
eq2 d2 kaT f 1 xa , kaT
q
eq2 f 1

butions. For case X = cos ϕ S , with W X =

d2 qT

q



For simplicity, we omit the Q 2 dependence of parton distri-

(xb ) .

q

(10)

q
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d2 kbT

= −2
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k2bT

⊥q̄

xb , k2bT
h
2 1T

2Mb

q
eq2 f 1

⊥(1)q̄

(xa ) f 1T

(xb ) .

(12)

q
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In this notation, f (n) or h (n) are the n-th kT2 -moments of TMD
PDFs,

n
kT2
(n)q
2
(15)
h
(x) = d kT
h q x, kT2 .
2M 2
We see from Eqs. (9–15) that the measurement of the qT

For case X = sin(2ϕ − ϕ S ), with W X =

2
qT
4Ma Mb

qT
Ma :

h · kaT ⊥
qT sin(2ϕ−ϕ S )
qT
F
= − d2 qT
C
h h̄ 1
Ma T
Ma
Ma 1

eq2 d2 qT d2 kaT d2 kbT
=−
d2 qT

q

× δ (2) (qT − kaT − kbT )

2
qT kaT
⊥q
h
Ma q T Ma 1

q̄

= −2



eq2

d2 kaT

q

×

2

= −2

q̄
kbT h 1

d


(13)

2
kaT
⊥q
2
xa , kaT
h
2Ma2 1

⊥(1)q

sin φ S

to the first moment of Sivers function of the tar3
qT
4Ma Mb

sin(2φ+φ S )

get nucleon, AT
to the first moment of Boer–
Mulders function of the beam hadron and to h ⊥(2)
1T , the second moment of pretzelosity function of the target nucleon,
sin(2φ−φ S )

ATMa
to the Boer–Mulders function of the beam
hadron and h 1 , the transversity function of the target nucleon.
In the case of the pion-induced Drell–Yan processes on a
transversely polarized proton target, the three qT -weighted
TSAs accessible are
sin ϕ S

qT
Mp

(xπ , x N )

 2  q̄
⊥(1)q
f
e
f
+
(q
↔
q̄)
(x
)
(x
)
π
N
−
q q
1T,p
1,π

 ,
= −2 
q̄
q
2
q eq f 1,π − (x π ) f 1,p (x N ) + (q ↔ q̄)

xb , k2bT

eq2 h 1

qT
M

AT b

qT

2
h 1 xb , k2bT
× xa , kaT

cos ϕ S

weighted asymmetry: AU
gives access to the first
moment of Boer–Mulders functions of the incoming hadrons,

AT
q̄

(xa ) h 1 (xb ) .

q

q

A similar integration over qT can be applied to the case X =
sin(2ϕ + ϕ S ), with W X =

qT3
,
2Ma Mb2

though it is a little more

complicated. In this way the convolution in the numerator
can now be carried out and the final expression is:

sin(2ϕ−ϕS ) MTπ

(xπ , x N )


⊥(1)q̄
q
h 1,π − (xπ ) h 1,p (x N ) + (q ↔ q̄)

,
= −2 
q̄
q
2
q eq f 1,π − (x π ) f 1,p (x N ) + (q ↔ q̄)

AT



2
q eq

3
qT
2Mπ Mp2

sin(2ϕ+ϕS )

d2 qT

qT3

=−
=−

d2 qT


eq2

AT

sin(2ϕ+ϕ S )

2Ma Mb2

qT3



⊥ ⊥
C
w
,
k
h̄
h
(k
)
aT
bT
1
1T
2

2Ma Mb

qT3

2 k4
kaT
bT

⊥q

⊥q̄

2
xa , kaT
h 1T xb , k2bT
h
2Ma Mb2 2qT3 Ma Mb2 1

k2 ⊥q
2
= −2
eq2 d2 kaT aT2 h 1 xa , kaT
2M
a
q

2
k2bT
⊥q̄
2
× d kbT
h 1T xb , k2bT
2Mb2

⊥(1)q
⊥(2)q̄
= −2
eq2 h 1
(xa ) h 1T (xb ) .
q

(14)

123

(xπ , x N )

where the sums run over all quarks and antiquarks flavours q
with fractional electric charge eq , and Mπ , Mp represent the
pion and proton masses, respectively.

d2 qT

d2 kaT d2 kbT δ (2) (qT − kaT − kbT )

×



2
q eq

q

×




⊥(1)q̄
⊥(2)q
h 1,π − (xπ ) h 1T,p (x N ) + (q ↔ q̄)

 ,
= −2 
q
2 f q̄
e
f
+
(q
↔
q̄)
(x
)
(x
)
π
N
−
q q
1,p
1,π

FT

3 Calculation
The measurement of transverse-spin-dependent azimuthal
asymmetries in the pion-induced Drell–Yan process, when
weighted with the corresponding virtual photon transverse
momentum, qT , allows for the extraction of important
transverse-momentum-dependent distribution functions. In
this paper, we will present a phenomenological analysis of
these qT weighted TSAs in the pion-proton Drell–Yan process contributed by various leading-twist chiral-odd distribution functions. Analogy to Ref. [8] and according to the
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previous analysis, we can see that using the weighted TSAs
one can also access the pion Boer–Mulders TMD PDF. It can
be independently obtained from COMPASS results using the
q

sin(2φ−ϕS ) MTπ

AT

asymmetry:

q
sin(2φ−φ S ) MTπ

(xπ , x N )


⊥(1)q̄
q
2
q eq h 1,π (x π ) h 1,p (x N ) + (q ↔ q̄)


= −2 
2 f q̄ (x ) f q (x ) + (q ↔ q̄)
e
π
N
q q
1,π
1,p

AT



⊥(1)u

≈ −2

h 1,π

(xπ ) h u1,p (x N )

ū
u
f 1,π
(xπ ) f 1,p
(x N )

(16)

,

AT

3
qT
sin(2φ+φ S )
2Mπ M 2P

AT

= −2

⊥(1)u

≈ −2

asymmetry, which can be expressed as:

h 1,π

⊥(2)u

ū
u
f 1,π
(xπ ) f 1,p
(x N )

,
(17)

⊥(2)q

where h 1T,p is the second kT2 -moment of the pretzelosity for
the proton.
3.1 The pion Boer–Mulders function
To calculate the asymmetries in Eqs. (16) and (17) we need
first of all the first moment of pion Boer–Mulders function,
⊥(1)q̄
h 1,π , which has not been directly obtained from experi⊥q

ments. For the pion Boer–Mulders TMD PDF, h 1,π , we make
use of the model proposed in Ref. [5], which adopts model
assumptions on the dependence of the parton distribution
function on the quark transverse momentum kT :
x, kT2 =
h ⊥a
1

dkT
0

kT3
kT2

+

e−αT kT ,
2

MC2

in which, apparently, the ratio of the first moment of pion
BM PDF to the pion PDF is reduced to a constant term. The
advantage of the model above is the cancellation in the ratio
of the pion PDF, which is still poorly known.
Alternatively, by taking into account the probabilistic
interpretation of the h ⊥
1u and f 1q as in Ref. [9], it is natural to assume that the following relation is satisfied:
⊥(1)ū

h 1,π − (x)
h 1, p (x)

= Cu

ū
f 1,π
− (x)

f 1,u p (x)

,

(20)

M cu

(xπ , x N )

(xπ ) h 1T,p (x N )

∞

(19)

⊥(1)u



2 h ⊥(1)q̄ (x ) h ⊥(2)q (x ) + (q ↔ q̄)
e
π
N
q q
1,π
1T,p

 2  q̄
q
f
e
f
+
(q
↔
q̄)
(x
)
(x
)
π
N
q q
1,π
1,p



αT cπu MC
f 1,π (xπ )
Mπ

q
h 1,p

and transversity PDFs
where the Boer–Mulders
of sea quarks are assumed to be zero and only u quark contributions are considered in the denominator, considering
an additional suppression coming from the fractional quark
charge (since eu2 = 4ed2 ). Looking at the x N vs xπ distribution in Ref. [11], one can see that COMPASS covers the
valence region of both p and π − ; therefore, this assumption that neglecting squared antiquark and strange quark PDF
contributions to proton and taking into account the u quark
dominance, is fairly justified.
Based on the same assumption as Eq. (16), another
weighted TSA connected to the pion BM TMD PDF is the
3
qT
sin(2φ+ϕS )
2Mπ M 2P

with MC = 2.3 GeV, caH = 1, α = 1 GeV−1 , and M H the
mass of hadron H .
Although, in Ref. [5] it was underlined that Eq. (18) was
just a crude model that cannot help to extract the Boer–
Mulders function from the data on unpolarized Drell–Yan
processes, the model Eq. (18), as we see below, is sufficient
to make a rough prediction on the weighted TSAs. Further
more, the first moment of the Boer–Mulders function is calculated according to Eq. (15) as:

h ⊥(1)u
1,π (x π ) =

⊥(1)q̄
h 1,π

635

αT a MC M H −αT k 2
T f (x),
c
e
1
π H kT2 + MC2

(18)

where Cu = Mπp cπu is consistent with the Boer model (18).
p
In Ref. [9], the value of Cu has to be chosen to unity, in
order to match the simulation results. In this way, the pion
Boer–Mulders function is connected to the parton distribution functions in the pion and proton, which avoided problems of calculating the pion PDFs. The similarity of h 1⊥(1)
for the proton and the pion calculated in Refs. [14–16] also
implies that these functions are closely related, because the
mechanism that generates them is the same. Hence, a simple way of obtaining the pion Boer–Mulders function, which
has not been extracted yet, is to use the value of the proton Boer–Mulders function extracted from other Drell–Yan
processes.
So far, the available Boer–Mulders functions for the proton (shown in Fig. 1) were extracted from unpolarized pd
and pp Drell–Yan data measured by the E866/NuSea Collaboration [12] and the cos 2φ asymmetry recently measured
by the COMPASS and HERMES collaborations in unpolarized semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering [13]. The two
parametrizations to calculate the first moment of pion Boer–
Mulders function may lead to different results. In this paper,
we use the DY type parametrization as adopted in Ref. [17]
to obtain the proton Boer–Mulders distribution function for
making predictions.
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Fig. 1 The ratio h ⊥(1)
(x)/ f 1 (x) for u quark at Q 2 = 25 GeV2 . The
1
solid blue line corresponds to the DY extraction [12], and the dashed red
line correspond to the SIDIS extraction [13] of the proton Boer–Mulders
function

Taking the above considerations into account and according to Eq. (20), Eqs. (16) and (17) are rewritten as:
q
sin(2ϕ−ϕ S ) MTπ

AT

(xπ , x N ) ≈

u
h ⊥(1)u
1, p (x π ) h 1,p (x N )
−2Cu u
,
u
f 1, p (xπ ) f 1,p (x N )

(21)
sin(2ϕ+ϕ S )

AT

3
qT
2Mπ M 2P

⊥(1)u

(xπ , x N ) ≈ −2Cu

h 1, p

⊥(2)u

(xπ ) h 1T,p (x N )

u
f 1,u p (xπ ) f 1,p
(x N )

.

(22)
3.2 The pretzelosity in the light-cone SU(6) quark-diquak
model
In order to calculate the asymmetries in Eqs. (21) and (22)
we need first the relevant proton TMD PDFs. If not specified,
all the following PDFs refer to those of the proton. The pretzelosity distribution (h ⊥
1T ), which enters in Eq. (22), plays a
particular role in our understanding of the spin of the nucleon,
describing the distribution of a vertically transverse polarized
quark in a transversely polarized nucleon [23–25]. Model calculations of pretzelosity, including the bag [26,27] and lightcone quark models [18,28,29], predict negative u-quark and
positive d-quark pretzelosity. However, the first extraction
of the pretzelosity distribution [21] from preliminary experimental data on sin(3φh − φS ) asymmetry, shows tendency
for u-quark pretzelosity to be positive and d-quark pretzelosity to be negative, which are of opposite signs if compared
to model calculations. However, the extraction does not give
a clear preference on the sign of pretzelosity owing to big
errors. Since the pion-induced DY process with a polarized
proton is related to the second moment of the pretzelosity
⊥(2)
distribution (h 1T ), it opens a way to access the information
on the pretzelosity distribution.
In this paper, we calculate the pretzelosity distribution in
the light-cone SU(6) quark-diquark model as in Ref. [18],
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in which the proton state is constructed by a valence quark
and a spectator diquark [30,31], which is a updated version of the quark-diquark model [32]. The advantage of the
light-cone SU(6) quark-diquark model is that some of the
gluon and quark effects in the spectator can be effectively
described by the diquark with a few parameters. In this model,
the Melosh–Wigner rotation [33], which plays an important role to understand the proton spin puzzle [34,35] due
to the relativistic effect of quark transversal motions, has
been taken into account. In practice, the light-cone quarkdiquark model has been applied to calculate the helicity distributions [30,31], the transversity distributions [19,20] and
other 3dPDFs [18,36,37], and related azimuthal spin asymmetries in SIDIS processes [38,39]. We therefore expect that
the calculation in this paper can make a rough estimate to confront theoretical calculations with the experimental results.
The light-cone model results for distributions for h 1 and
h⊥
1T are given as [18–20]:



 1



j
j uv x, kT2 = [ f 1uv x, kT2 − f 1dv x, kT2 W S x, kT2
2
 j

1 dv 
2
− f 1 x, kT WV x, kT2 ,
6



 j

1
dv
2
j
x, kT = − f 1dv x, kT2 WV x, kT2 ,
3

(23)

where j = h 1 , h ⊥
“v”
1T , respectively, and the superscript


j
2
corresponds to the valence distributions. W S/V x, kT are
the rotation factors for the scalar or axial vector spectatordiquark cases. Their explicit form are

2
xM D + m q
h1
2
,
W D x, kT = 
2
xM D + m q + kT2
(24)
2
2M
h⊥
N
2
,
W D1T x, kT = − 
2
xM D + m q + kT2
m 2 +k 2

m 2 +k 2

T
D
.
with M2D = q x T + 1−x
As only valence quark distributions can be directly calculated in this model, one must use other information to take
into account contributions from sea and gluon distributions.
Now, we will use the phenomenological extraction of the
unpolarized distribution functions as an input to calculate
the pretzelosity distribution. For example, we will use the
CT18 global fit [40] parametrization to get f 1 (x), which have
been well tested and constrained by many experiments. And
then by combining with some assumed transverse momentum kT factor one can get phenomenological f 1 (x, kT2 ) as
input to calculate the second moment of pretzelosity distri⊥(2)
bution h 1T (x). The calculation results (labelled “model”)
are shown in the left panel of Fig. 2, compared to the pretzelosity distribution (labelled “fit”) extracted in [21].
We adopt the CT18 global fit [40] parametrization for the
unpolarized distribution in this paper and assume a Gaussian
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Fig. 2 Left panel: the ratio h 1T (x)/ f 1 (x) for u quark at Q 2 =
25 GeV2 . Right panel: the ratio h 1 (x)/ f 1 (x) for u quark at Q 2 =
25 GeV2 . The solid blue line corresponds to the pretzelosity distri-

bution [18] and the transversity distribution [19,20] calculated in the
light-cone SU(6) quark-diquark model, and the dashed red line corresponds to the first extraction of the pretzelosity distribution (h ⊥
1T ) [21]
and the recent transversity distribution parametrizations [22]

form factor of transverse momentum as suggested in Ref.
[41]:
 2 2 


/ pav
exp − p⊥
,
(25)
f 1 x, p⊥ = f 1 (x)
2
π pav

polarization parallel and antiparallel to the proton transverse
polarization. Recently, the extraction of the h 1 receives extensive attentions [42–47] and is of great significance because
of the tensor charge δq playing an important role in detecting
possible signals of new physics in low-energy experiments
[48–54].
Over the past decades, there are several theoretical models about the transversity distribution of the nucleon (see
Ref. [55] for a review), such as the MIT bag model [56–58]
and the colour dielectric model [59–61], chiral quark soliton model [62,63] and chiral quark model [64], light-cone
models [65,66], which based on the Melosh–Wigner rotation
[33,67,68], and so on. The effect of Melosh–Wigner rotation
is also important in leading twist distribution functions such
as the transversity distribution, which have been extensively
discussed in light-cone formalism in Refs. [19,20]. In this
paper, we calculate the pretzelosity distribution in the lightcone SU(6) quark-diquark model as in Refs. [19,20]. We find
that all the distributions have similar form as Eq. (23) shows,
but with different Melosh–Wigner rotation factors as shown
in Eq. (24). The calculation results (labelled “model”) are
shown in the right panel of Fig. 2, compared to the most
recent extraction of transversity (labelled “fit”) [22].

2 = 0.25 GeV2 . The parameter p 2 describes the
with pav
av
Gaussian width of the transverse momentum distribution.
As stated in Sect. 2, the advantage of qT -weighting
approach is that it avoids the model dependence of kT , namely
Eqs. (21–22). As studied in Ref. [18], there is a necessity
to include transverse momentum dependence of PDFs in
data analysis. In the PDF inputs of Eqs. (21–22), the kT factor included in the SU(6) quark-diquark model we adopted
reflects the information of the transverse component of the
intrinsic parton momentum inside hadrons. The distribution
functions calculated according to the SU(6) quark-diquark
model have been integrated over the transverse momentum
kT before entering Eqs. (21–22), which does not affect the
weights. It is worth mentioning that, this is different from
assuming a certain kT -dependence of TMD PDFs to solve
the convolution mentioned above.

3.3 The transversity in the light-cone SU(6) quark-diquark
model
As involved in Eq. (21), the transversity parton distribution function h 1 is an essential piece of information on the
spin structure of quarks in the nucleon at leading twist.
The transversity distribution, first introduced by Ralston and
Soper [4] and named by Jaffe and Ji [6], enjoys the same status with the unpolarized distributions, f 1 (x), and the helicity distributions g1 (x). Transversity describes the correlation between the transverse polarization of the nucleon and
the transverse polarization of its constituent partons. It measures the difference of the number of quarks with transverse

4 Results and discussion
As mentioned above, we adopt the Boer model to relate the
Boer–Mulders distribution function of the pion with that of
the proton (Eq. (20)), with the latter being the parametrization extracted from fitting data [12]. The pretzelosity and
transversity distribution functions of the proton are adopted
from both the light-cone SU(6) quark-diquark model calculations (Eq. (23)) and parametrizations [21,22] respectively.
Then, we use the DY type parametrization as adopted in Ref.
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Fig. 3 Theoretical calculations and experimental statistical errors
on the qT -weighted sin (2ϕ − ϕ S ) asymmetries in various kinematic
dependence for a DY measurement π − p ↑ → μ+ μ− X with a
190 GeV/c π − beam in the high-mass region 4 GeV/c2 < Mμμ <

9 GeV/c2 [7]. Feynman-x or x F , is a variable of interest that sheds
light on the longitudinal structure of the initial state of the interacting
quark. The solid blue line represents the model calculated results, and
the dashed red line represents the fitted PDF calculated results

[17] to obtain the proton Boer–Mulders distribution function
and Eq. (23) to obtain the proton TMD PDFs. Therefore we
are able to calculate the the asymmetries in Eqs. (21) and
(22). The asymmetries are shown as a function of one variable at a time, x N , xπ , x F or Q, while always integrating over
all the other variables. The integration over the unobserved
variables has been performed over the measured ranges of
the COMPASS experiment,

tistical uncertainties, no clear trend is observed for either
of TSAs. As we can see, in the case of the Boer–Mulderssin(2ϕ−ϕ S )qT /Mπ
, shown in Fig. 3,
transversity asymmetry AT
the preliminary results obtained with model calculation
are found to be in agreement with the published data
[7]. In the case of the Boer–Mulders-pretzelosity asym-

0.05 < x N < 0.4, 0.05 < xπ < 0.4,
4.3 GeV < Q < 8.5 GeV, −0.3 < x F < 1, s = 357 GeV2 ,

where Feynman-x or x F , is a variable of interest that sheds
light on the longitudinal structure of the initial state of the
interacting quark.
In Figs. 3 and 4 we plot the two transverse spin
sin(2ϕ−ϕ S )qT /Mπ
and
dependent azimuthal asymmetries AT
sin(2ϕ+ϕ S )q 3 /2Mπ M 2

T
P
, measured at COMPASS with a transAT
versely polarized NH3 target. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4,
the solid blue line represents the model calculated results,
and the dashed red line represents the fitted PDF calculated results, respectively. Due to the relatively large sta-

123

sin(2ϕ+ϕ S )q 3 /2Mπ M 2

T
P
, shown in Fig. 4, the present
metry AT
transversely polarized DY data on azimuthal asymmetries,
although still preliminary, represent a clear manifestation of
the Boer–Mulders effect. However, they are not sufficient to
allow a clear discrimination on the sign of prezelosity distribution.
The calculation and the data for the two extracted TSAs
integrated over the entire kinematic range are shown in
Fig. 5. The average value of the the qT -weighted TSA
sin(2ϕ−ϕ S )qT /Mπ
is measured to be below zero. The obtained
AT
magnitude of the asymmetry is in agreement with the model
calculations of Ref. [9] and can be used to study the universality of the nucleon transversity function. The qT -weighted

sin(2ϕ+ϕ S )q 3 /2Mπ M 2

T
P
, which is related to the nucleon
TSA AT
pretzelosity TMD PDF, is found to be compatible with zero.
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Fig. 4 Same as in Fig. 3 but for qT -weighted sin (2ϕ + ϕ S ) asymmetries

Fig. 5 qT -weighted Drell–Yan TSAs integrated over the entire kinematic range. The blue square represents the calculated results, and the red
diamond represents the fit results. The data points include the estimated corrections for systematic errors. The error bars contain statistical only

As we discussed above, the sign difference of pretzelosity
distribution between model calculations and the first extraction from preliminary experimental data, suggests that the
pion-induced DY process with a polarized proton opens a
way to access the information on the pretzelosity distribution. High precision experiments are expected to shed light
on the spin structure of the nucleon.

5 Summary
In summary, we investigate the transverse spin dependent azimuthal asymmetries and confirm the Boer–Mulders
effect in TSAs, although still preliminary. With the u quark
dominance approximation, the pion Boer–Mulders function
obtained by the Boer model can reasonably describe the two
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asymmetries. Compared with the proton Boer–Mulders function, although process dependent, the pion Boer–Mulders
function is with the same sign as that of the proton, offering a hint towards the PDF universality between proton and
pion Boer–Mulders functions. Contrast to the Boer–Mulders
and Sivers functions, the transversity and pretzelosity distributions are universal and process independent, sharing the
same sign in both DY and SIDIS processes. Due to large
uncertainties, we are still unable to discriminate the sign of
the pretzelosity distribution, and high precision experiments
are needed to clarify this point.
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